In this study Active Learning Method (ALM) as a novel fuzzy modeling approach is compared with optimized Support Vector Machine (SVM) using simple Genetic Algorithm (GA), as a well known datadriven model for long term simulation of daily streamflow in Karoon River. The daily discharge data from 1991 to 1996 and from 1996 to 1999 were utilized for training and testing of the models, respectively. Values of the Nash-Sutcliffe, Bias, R 2 , MPAE and PTVE of ALM model with 16 fuzzy rules were 0.81, 5.5 m 3 s -1 , 0.81, 12.9%, and 1.9%, respectively. Following the same order of parameters, these criteria for optimized SVM model were 0.8, -10.7 m 3 s -1 , 0.81, 7.3%, and -3.6%, respectively. The results show appropriate and acceptable simulation by ALM and optimized SVM. Optimized SVM is a well-known method for runoff simulation and its capabilities have been demonstrated. Therefore, the similarity between ALM and optimized SVM results imply the ability of ALM for runoff modeling. In addition, ALM training is easier and more straightforward than the training of many other data driven models such as optimized SVM and it is able to identify and rank the effective input variables for the runoff modeling. According to the results of ALM simulation and its abilities and properties, it has merit to be introduced as a new modeling method for the runoff modeling. Cieľom štúdie bolo porovnať možnosti dlhodobej simulácie denných prietokov v rieke Karoon pomocou novovyvinutej fuzzy metódy aktívneho učenia (Active Learning Method -ALM) a známej metódy vektormi podporených strojov (Support Vector Machine -SVM), optimalizovanej genetickým algoritmom (GA). Na tréning a testovanie modelov boli použité časové rady denných prietokov za obdobie rokov 1991 až 1996 a 1996 až 1999. Hodnoty parametrov Nash-Sutcliffe, Bias, R 2 , MPAE a PTVE pre model ALM boli 0,81; 5,5 m 3 s -1 ; 0,81; 12,9% a 1,9%. Parametre v tom istom poradí pre model SVM boli 0,8 -10,7 m 3 s -1 , 0,81; 7,3%; a -3,6%. Z výsledkov simulácií vyplýva, že aplikáciou metód ALM a SVM možno získať porovnateľné a akceptovateľné výsledky. Podobnosť výsledkov medzi ALM a SVM implikuje vhodnosť novovyvinutej metódy ALM pre simuláciu odtoku. Tréning ALM je ľahší a jednoduchší ako je tréning ďalších dátami riadených modelov podobného typu. Navyše algoritmus ALM je schopný identifikovať a zoradiť efektívne vstupné premenné pre modelovanie odtoku. Na základe dosiahnutých výsledkov možno metódu ALM zaradiť medzi nové, alternatívne metódy modelovania odtoku.
Introduction
Estimation of streamflow has a significant economic implication in agricultural water management, hydropower generation and flood -drought control. Many techniques are currently used for modeling of hydrological processes and generating of synthetic streamflow. One of these techniques are physically based (conceptual) methods which are specifically designed to simulate the subprocesses and physical mechanisms, related to the hydrological cycle. Implementation and calibration of these models can typically present various complexities (Duan et al., 1992) , requiring sophisticated mathematical tools (Sorooshian et al., 1993) , significant amount of calibration data (Yapo et al., 1996) , and some degree of expertise and experience (Hsu et al., 1995) . For a case study which has insufficient or no measured data of watershed characteristics, data-driven models (non-physically models) are often used for runoff simulation (Wang, 2006) . These models are useful because they can be applied easily by avoiding of mathematical complexities. Most frequently used data-driven models are regression based, time series, artificial neural network (ANN) and fuzzy logic (FL) (e.g. Hsu et al., 1995; Smith and Eli, 1995; Saad et al., 1996; Shamseldin, 1997; Markus, 1997; Maier and Dandy, 1998; Tokar and Johnson, 1999; Zealand et al., 1999; Jain et al., 1999; Chang and Chen, 2001; Cheng et al., 2002; Sivakumar et al., 2002; Chau et al., 2005 , Kisi, 2005 Lin et al., 2006; ZounematKermani and Teshnehlab, 2007; Anvari Tafti, 2008) . In addition, in the recent years, new data driven models have been frequently used for hydrological modeling and forecasting. For example Elshafie et al. (2007) compared ANFIS with ANN in the flow forecasting in the Nile River and results demonstrated that ANFIS has more capability from ANN for flow forecasting. Firat (2008) applied the ANFIS, ANN and AR (Auto Regressive) models for the forecasting of daily river flow in Seyhan and Cine rivers. The results exhibited that ANFIS is better other models.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a new datadriven model have remarkable successes in various fields and its ability has been demonstrated in hydrological prediction and runoff modeling (Dibike et al., 2001; Smola and Schlkopf, 2004; Asefa et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2006; Behzad et al., 2009) . Wang et al. (2009) utilized of ARMA, ANN, ANFIS, SVM and GP (Genetic Programming) for the simulation of monthly flow discharge in two rivers (Lancang and Wujiang Rivers in China). The results demonstrated that ANFIS, GP and SVM are the best models. Wu et al. (2009) studied on the application of ARMA, ANN and SVM for monthly runoff forecasting in the Xiangjiabe (1, 3, 6 and 12 month ahead forecasting). The results showed that SVM outperformed than the other models.
Comparison between the ANN and SVM for one day ahead forecasting in the Bakhtiyari River-Iran demonstrated that SVM has better performance than ANN (Behzad et al., 2009) .
According to the literature, the ANFIS and SVM are promising method for appropriate runoff simulation and forecasting. But the training of these methods is time consuming and need to expertise.
This subject leads to finding and utilizing of an artificial intelligence method with straightforward and easy training construction.
Early concepts on principles of fuzzy logic were proposed by Zadeh (1965) . Although in the beginning, fuzzy logic was thought not to comply with scientific principles, but its capability was demonstrated by an application carried out by Mamdani and Assilian (1975) . A fuzzy logic system can model human's knowledge qualitatively by avoiding delicate and quantitative analyses. Today, fuzzy logic is applied to most engineering fields. Several studies have been carried out using fuzzy logic in hydrology and water resources planning (e.g. Liong et al., 2006; Mahabir et al., 2000; Chang and Chen, 2001; Nayak et al., 2004a; Sen and Altunkaynak, 2006; Tayfur and Singh, 2006) . Bagheri Shouraki and Honda (1997) suggested a new fuzzy modeling technique similar to the human modeling method that its training is very easy and straightforward. This method, entitled the active learning method (ALM) has a simple algorithm and avoids mathematical complexity. Taheri Shahraiyni (2007) developed a new heuristic search, fuzzification and defuzzification methods for ALM algorithm that resulted in a modified ALM.
Up to now, no research has been performed using ALM as a novel fuzzy method for the streamflow modeling. In this study, for the evaluation of ALM in runoff modeling, it is compared with optimized SVM via Genetic Algorithm (GA) as a wellknown model for the simulation of daily runoff in Karoon III River. 
Case study

Support Vector Machine (SVM) Theory
SVM principals have been developed by Vapnik and Cortes (1995) . SVM is a well known modeling method, hence it is explained briefly. It is a new generation of statistical learning methods which aim to recognize the data structures. One of the SVM utilities in detecting the data structure is transformation of original data from input space to a new space (feature space) with a new mathematical paradigm entitled Kernel function which has been developed by Boser et al. (1992) . For this purpose, a non-linear transformation function is defined to map the input space to a higher dimension feature space. According to Cover's theorem, a linear function f(.) can be formulated in the high dimensional feature space to represent a non-linear relation between the inputs (x i ) and the outputs (y i ) as follows (Vapnik and Cortes 1995) :
where w and b are the model parameters, which are solved mathematically. SVM can be used for both regression as Support Vector Regression (SVR), and classification as Support Vector Classification (SVC). In this study, the SVR structure will be used for runoff simulation. SVR was developed using more sophisticated error functions (Vapnik, 1998) .
Feature selection
Feature selection is a general procedure of selecting a suitable subset of the pool of original feature spaces according to discrimination capability to improve the quality of data, and performance of simulation technique. Feature selection techniques can be categorized into three main branches (Tan et al., 2006) ; Embedded approaches, Wrapper approaches, and Filter approaches.
Embedded approaches are preventive and they have been developed for particular (not general) classification algorithm.
In the wrapper methods, the objective function is usually a pattern classifier or a mathematical regression model which evaluates feature subsets by their predictive accuracy using statistical resampling or cross-validation approach. The most important weakness of wrapper method is its computation cost and it is not recommended for large feature sets.
Filter approach utilizes a statistical criterion to find the dependency between the input candidates and output variable(s). This criterion acts as a statistical benchmark for reaching the suitable input variable dataset. The three famous filter approaches are linear correlation coefficient, Chi-square criterion and Mutual Information (MI). The linear correlation coefficient investigates the dependency or correlation between input and output variables (Battiti, 1994) . In spite of popularity and simplicity of linear correlation coefficient, this approach has shown inappropriate results for the feature selection in the real non-linear systems.
Chi-square criterion is considered for evaluation of goodness of fit and is based on nonlinearity of data distribution and known as a classical nonlinear data dependency criterion (Manning et al., 2008) .
Mutual Information (MI), as another filtering method, describes the reduction amount of uncertainty in estimation of one parameter when another is available (Liu et al., 2009) . It has been widely used for feature selection which is nonlinear and can effectively represent the dependencies of features (Liu et al., 2009) . This method as a non linear filter method has recently been found to be a more suitable statistical criterion in feature selection. It has also been found to be robust due to its insensitivity to noise and data transformations and also has no pre-assumption in correlation of input and output variables (Battiti, 1994; Bowden et al. 2002; Bowden et al. 2005a Bowden et al. , 2005b May et al. 2008a May et al. , 2008b .
Mutual Information (MI) index developed in two form of parameter types, continues and discrete parameters. In realm of discrete parameters, as the current case, MI index could be estimated for two variables X and Y as follows,
In this equation p(x,y), p(x) and p(y) are joint probability and marginal probability of two parameter x and y respectively, and I(X,Y) is the MI of X and Y.
The Active Learning Method (ALM)
ALM Algorithm
The ALM algorithm has been presented in Fig. 2 . For the purpose of explaining the ALM algorithm, the Sugeno and Yasukawa (1993) dummy non-linear static problem (Eq. (3)) with two input variables (x 1 and x 2 ) and one output (y) is solved by this method.
First, some data are extracted from Eq. (3) (step 1). Then the data are projected on x-y plane (Figs. 3a and 3b) (step 2).
Step 3: The heart of calculation in ALM is a fuzzy interpolation and curve fitting method which is entitled IDS (Ink Drop Spread). The IDS searches fuzzily for continuous possible paths on data planes. Assume that each data point on each x-y plane is a light source with a cone or pyramid shape illumination pattern. Therefore, with increase of distance of each data point, the intensity of light source decreases and goes toward zero. Also the illuminated pattern of different data points on each x-y plane interfere together and new bright areas are formed. The IDS is exerted to each data point (pixel) on the normalized and discretized x-y planes. The radius of the base of cone or pyramid shape illumination pattern in each x-y plane is related to the position of data in it. The radius increases until the all of the domain of variable in x-y plane be illuminated. Figs. 3c and 3d show the created illumination pattern (IL values) after interfere of the illumination pattern of different points in x 1 -y and x 2 -y planes, respectively. Here, pyramid shape illumination pattern has been used. Now, the paths or general behavior, or implicit nonlinear functions are determined by applying the center of gravity on y direction. The center of gravity is calculated using this equation:
y(
Step 9. If error of modeling is more than threshold, divide the data domains of variables using an appropriate heuristic search method.
Step 10. If error of modeling is less than threshold, save the model and stop.
Step 1. Gathering input-output numerical data (variables and function data)
Step 2. Projecting the gathered data in x-y planes
Step 3. Applying the IDS method on the data in each x-y plane and finding the continuous path (general behaviour or implicit nonlinear function) in each x-y plane
Step 4. Finding the deviation of data points in each x-y plane around the continuous path
Step 5. Choosing the best continuous path and saving it.
Step 6. Generating the fuzzy rules.
Step 7. Calculating the output and measuring the error.
Step 8. Comparing the modeling error with the predefined threshold error. where j:1…M, M is the resolution of y domain, y jthe output value in j-th position, IL(x i ,y j ) -the illumination value on x -y plane at the (x i , y j ) point or pixel, and y(x i ) is the corresponding function (path) value to x i .
Hence, by applying the centre of gravity method on Figs. 3c and 3d, continuous paths are extracted (Figs. 3e and 3f) .
Subsequently, the deviation of data points around each continuous path can be calculated by various The results show that the path of Fig. 3f is better than the path of Fig. 3e . The selected paths should be saved because these are implicit non-linear functions. The path can be saved as a look-up table, heteroassociative neural network memory (Fausset, 1994) or fuzzy curve expressions such as Takagi and Sugeno method (TSM) (Takagi and Sugeno, 1985) . Look up tables are most convenient method and it is used for path saving in this example (Step 5).
We have no rules in the first iteration of ALM algorithm, hence we go to step 7.
The PAE of chosen path is more than a predefined threshold PAE value (5%). Hence, the error is more than predefined error (Steps 7 and 8) and we divide each space in two by using only one variable (Step 9) and go to the step 2 of Fig. 2 . Dividing can be performed crisply or fuzzily, but for simplicity, a crisp dividing method is used here and the fuzzy dividing will be illustrated later. The results of ALM modeling after crisp division of space to four subspaces using a heuristic search method is presented in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , the following rules are generated (Step 6):
Whenever the PAE value of the above rules is less than the threshold of 5%, the procedure of ALM modeling is stopped. Here, using four rules, a PAE of 3.8% is achieved.
Then, the modeling error ( e 11) is calculated for the above rules . Similarly, the domain of other variables are divided and their modeling errors are calculated and a set of k errors (e 11 , e 12 ,...,e 1k ) are generated. For example, e 1k shows the minimum modeling error after dividing the domain of k-th variable in the first step of dividing. The variable corresponding to the minimum error is the best one for dividing of space. Suppose e 1s is the minimum error and it is correspond to x s , then, the x s domain is divided into small and big values. If e 1s is more than the threshold error, the dividing algorithm should continue.
Step 2. Consider all possible combinations of x sx j (j = 1,2,…,k) for each part of x s and then divide the domain of x j again into two parts. Thus, 2k combinations are generated (k combinations of x s(small) -x j and k combinations of x s(big) -x j ) where each combination has two parts. For example, x s(big) -x j means that when x s has a big value, the domain of x j is divided into small and big parts. Similarly, the ALM algorithm is applied to each part and the minimum modeling error is calculated for each kcombination. Suppose these are e 2m and e′ 2n which mean the minimum modeling errors in the second step of dividing the space of variables is related to m-th and n-th variables for the small and big parts of x s , respectively. Based on minimum errors, x m and x n are divided and the rules for modeling after dividing are:
then … e 2m and e′ 2n are the local minimum errors. The appropriate global error (e 2 ) can be calculated using minimum local errors (e 2m and e′ 2n ). Dividing continues until the global error is less than the threshold error. In this heuristic search method, the global error is decreased simultaneously by decreasing the local errors. Fig. 5 depicts the next step of dividing algorithm which is step 3. This heuristic search method uses an appropriate criterion to select a variable for dividing and the median of data is used as the boundary for crisp dividing. Hence, the numbers of data points in the subspaces are equal.
Fuzzy dividing
Although, ALM implements crisp or fuzzy dividing methods, but fuzzy dividing and modeling methods can improve the ALM performance (Taheri et al., 2009) .
Fuzzy dividing is similar to crisp dividing. In crisp dividing, the dividing point of a variable is the median as shown in Fig. 6a . But in fuzzy dividing, the boundary of small values of a variable is bigger than the median (Fig. 6b ) and vice versa (Fig. 6c) . Hence, the regions of small and big values of a variable can overlap. The fuzzy systems are not too sensitive to the dividing points. Therefore, the appropriate points for fuzzy dividing can be calculated by investigating various alternatives to select the most appropriate one.
Fuzzy modeling in ALM
Since the presented new heuristic method utilizes a complicated dividing method, the typical fuzzification methods are not compatible with it. Here, a new simple fuzzy modeling method is presented which is attuned to the heuristic search method. This fuzzy modeling method has been developed by Taheri Shahraiyni (2007) .
We denote the membership function of a fuzzy 
e 1i e 1k
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3 In this fuzzy method, the general fuzzy rules are defined as below:
where p is the rule number and has a value between 1 and h (h is total number of fuzzy rules), R p -the p-th rule and f p is the p-th one-variable non-linear function for the p-th subspace (p-th rule).
1/P(f p ) is considered as the weight of the p-th rule (W rp ) where P(f p ) is PAE of f p (continuous path in the p-th rule). Fire strength or membership degree of the p-th rule, m fp W is equal to the truth value of the proposition which is: 
Modeling procedures
Statistical Evaluation Index
Statistical goodness-of-fit indices such as mean percent of absolute error (MPAE), coefficient of determination (R 2 ), mean bias, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NS), root mean square error (RMSE), percent of total volume error (PTVE) and peakweighted root mean square error (PW-RMSE) was employed for comprehensive evaluation of boss models. Mathematical equations of these utilized indices are presented in Tab. 1. In addition, graphical goodness-of-fit criteria such as quantilequantile (Q-Q) diagram, scatter plot, hydrographs and time series of residuals were used for comprehensive evaluation of simulation results.
Support Vector Machine Modeling
Daily discharge of Karoon River at Pol-e-Shaloo hydrometric station (Fig. 1 ) from 23 Sep. 1991 to 22 Sep. 1999 were used for training and testing of SVM model. The first five hydrological years (23 Sep 1991 to 22. Sep 1996 were used for the training of model and the residual data were used for testing phase (three hydrological years).
For selection of the appropriate input data for the SVM, the meteorological (daily precipitation, temperature, relative humidity and vapor pressure) and hydrometric data (daily discharge data) of Karoon III basin were gathered. Then AMI (Average Mutual Information) index has been utilized for the determination of useful input variables for modeling. Tab. 2 exhibits the AMI values of hydrometric and meteorological data with different lags. The more important variable has higher AMI value. According to the Tab. 2, the discharges from 1 to 5 days lag were selected as appropriate input variables for SVM modeling in this study. Hence, SVR modeling will be performed using five lags of runoff as the input variables.
Then, SVR (regression based of SVM) has been implemented and its parameters have been tuned using simple Genetic Algorithm (GA). NS indicator has been selected as fitness function in simulating this optimization procedure. Statistical learning paradigm and mathematical kernel function have been Epsilon-SVR and Radial Basis Function (RBF), respectively, and seven parameters including scaling factor and constant parameter in RBF, cost parameter in epsilon-SVR, value of epsilon and suitable tolerance of statistical learning have been optimized via simple GA.
According to previous section, about 60% of the whole dataset is used for training and the remained data is applied for the test of trained SVR model. The polynomial kernel in order 3 used as appropriate transformation in the raw dataset (with 0.1 as coefficient with zero intercept). LIBSVM 3.1 and simple GA in MATLAB media have been implemented for the runoff simulation in this study (Chang and Lin, 2011) .
T a b l e 1. Mathematical equations of utilized Goodness of fit Indices.
Goodness of fit indices (statistical criteria) Equations
Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) (Model efficiency)
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
0.5 *In the above table, n -number of discharge data, i O and i S -observed and simulated discharge data in i-th time step, Ô -average of observed discharge and Cov -covariance of data.
T a b l e 2. AMI of various hydrological parameters for input selection in optimized SVR model. 
ALM modeling
Similarly, about five years data (23 Sep 1991 to 22 Sep 1996) were used for the training and the remained data were used for the testing of the ALM model. Daily discharge data with 1 to 5 days time lags were used as a set of input data for ALM modeling. Contrary to many other modeling methods (e.g. ANNs), the ALM does not need initial parameters to start the training and thus it does not repeat the training. Hence the ALM training is easy, straightforward, and time efficient (Taheri Shahraiyni et al., 2009; Taheri Shahraiyni, 2010) . When we divided the domain of a variable fuzzily, some of the data were shared in small and large parts of the variable domain. The percent of common data in small and large parts is related to the fuzzy dividing points. The fuzzy systems are not too sensitive to the dividing points. Therefore, the appropriate points for fuzzy dividing can be calculated by in-vestigating various alternatives to select the most appropriate one. Bagheri Shouraki and Honda (1999) and Taheri Shahraiyni et al. (2009) showed that the first and the third quantiles of data are the best dividing points. In this study, firstly the ALM was applied to input set and appropriate fuzzy dividing points were determined. Variety of statistical objective functions and graphical goodness of fit indices were used for the evaluation of the ALM and optimized SVR modeling results.
Results and discussion
In the ALM modeling, for determination of appropriate fuzzy dividing points, the ALM model was executed with several fuzzy dividing alternatives (20%, 40%, 50%, 60% and 80% of data shared or common in small and big parts) using daily discharge data with 1 to 5 time lags as input data (Fig. 7) . The results showed that ALM is not so sensitive to the location of fuzzy points. Similar findings have been presented by Bagheri Shouraki and Honda (1999) . Taheri Shahraiyni et al. (2009) demonstrated that the optimum points for fuzzy dividing are the first and third quarters of data hence according to Fig. 7 and the results of Taheri Shahraiyni et al. (2009) , the first and third quarters of data were selected as fuzzy dividing points in this study.
Then, the normalized daily discharge data with 1 to 5day lags were used as input set for ALM and SVR modeling. The statistical results of the simulated flow data for the training and testing phases with different number of fuzzy rules (for ALM) are presented in Tab. 3.
In the ALM model with increasing of number of fuzzy rules to more than 16 rules doesn't improve the modeling results. Thus, streamflow modeling by 16 fuzzy rules is considered to be the best model. According to the Tab. 2, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficients are more than 0.8 in training and testing phases of the modeling. Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient values of less than 0.5 are considered as unacceptable, while values greater than 0.6 are considered as good and greater than 0.8 are considered excellent results (Garcia et al., 2008) . Therefore, ALM and optimized SVR have been presented excellent Nash-Sutcliffe values. Bias statistic for ALM and optimized SVR models in the testing period is equal to 5.5 and -11.7 m 3 s -1 and percent of total volume error (PTVE) is equal to 1.9 and -3.9%, respectively. These results imply that the ALM slightly overestimates and optimized SVR underestimated the streamflow. Although ALM has better Bias and PVTE than optimized SVR, but optimized SVR has smaller MPAE than ALM. In addition, other statistical goodness of fit indices like to R 2 , RMSE and PWRMSE express the similar and acceptable results in the simulation of streamflow in the both models. Fig. 8 shows scatter plot and Q-Q diagram of ALM (left) and optimized SVR (right) models. Q-Q diagrams are often used to determine whether the model could extract the behavior of observed data (Chambers et al., 1983) . As can be seen from the scatter plot and Q-Q diagram in Fig. 8 , results of the models in the simulation of low to mid flows are good. ALM and optimized SVR present poor performance in the peak flow estimation. The observed hydrographs and the time series of residuals of ALM and optimized SVR have been presented in Figs. 9. Hydrographs and time series of residuals exhibit the acceptable results in the runoff modeling in the both models. Weak simulation of intense peaks is obvious in the time series of residuals for both models. The weak performance of ALM and SVM in the intense peak flows is a consequence of small number of intense extreme flows. This is highly related to the hydrological regime of Karoon River, which has low flows in the most of the time and it has only a few number of intense peak. In these cases, the learning algorithm of SVM and ALM has tendency to be adapted to the low and average flows. Therefore the generalization of SVM and ALM model reduces for the high flows. To overcome this problem, input dataset with high number of peak flows would be available for the model training. The poor performance in the simulation of high flow has been achieved in the other similar studies e.g. The parameters of SVR should be tuned manually or by a tuning method during the training phase of modeling, but ALM does not need to any method for parameter tuning and its training is very easy and straightforward.
ALM is able to understand and find the important variables for different subspaces of the space of variables. Also it is able to find the divided variables and one-variable functions in each step of modeling. Therefore, the ranking of variables and their shares in modeling can be performed by ALM. The results of ALM simulation using 16 fuzzy rules showed that it only has utilized of runoff with time lag 1 in the one-variable functions in the simulation. According to the Tab. 2, discharge with lag 1 has the highest AMI value with the discharge with lag 0 (output), therefore ALM has selected the most appropriate variable for the modeling.
Similarly the role of different variables in dividing the space of variables can be calculated. ALM with 16 fuzzy rules has utilized of discharge with lag 1 more than the discharge with other lags for dividing the space of variables. Hence, the discharge with lag 1 is the most important variable for dividing the space of variables. Consequently, one of the most important properties of ALM is the ability of finding the important variables and ranking the effective variables in a system. The variables which have no role in modeling are recognized as excess variables and ALM model removes them from the input dataset.
Residuals (cms)
T a b l e 3. Statistical results of ALM with different fuzzy rules and SVR models. 
Conclusions
In this study, active learning method (ALM) as a novel fuzzy modeling method was used for simulation of daily streamflow of Karoon river. Also, optimized support vector machine (SVR type) was selected as a well known data-driven model for the evaluation of ALM results and comparison with it. ALM simulated the river flow as good as the optimized SVR model. The results of test of ALM model showed that the best model is the ALM model with 16 fuzzy rules and its Nash-Sutcliffe, Bias, R 2 , MPAE and PTVE were 0.81, 5.5 m 3 s -1 , 0.81, 12.9%, and 1.9%, respectively. Similarly, these criteria for optimized SVR model were 0.80, -11.7 m 3 s -1 , 0.81, 5.3%, and -3.9% respectively. Results of this study demonstrated acceptable streamflow simulation by ALM and optimized SVR models for the continuous streamflow simulation. In addition, training of the ALM is easier and more straightforward than the training of other data driven models such as optimized SVR. Also, ALM was able to identify and rank the effective variables of the system under investigation.
In general, according to the ALM abilities and properties and its similar results to optimized SVR, it has merit to be introduced as a new appropriate modeling method for the runoff simulation.
